**JIRS Alumni**

Many of our Alumni are pursuing Masters and Research Programs in Foreign Universities such as Stanford University and have received good qualification and are placed in well-known companies like Apple, Google etc. Also, some of the Alumni are Dean of Students in Ivy League Universities.

**Alumni Achievers:**

Mr. Rishi Brahmbhatt - VJ. Channel (v)

Mr. Mishal Javia - Represented Georgia State University for Tennis.

Mr. Mimbom Tako - National Soccer team player.

Mr. Pratik Jain Won the Mr. Provogue title.

Ms. Larisha Dhakal won the Ms. Nepal title.

Ms. Natasha Assadi - runner up Ms. DIVA India Yamaha fiasco.

Mr. Abhishel Jha - Professional International golfer.

Master Nabeel (present students) is playing for Saudi Arabia Cricket Team.

**Successful JIRS Entrepreneurs**

Over 80% of Alumni are managing their family business and have expanded them successfully.

1. Akash Adukia – CEO – 100 bedded hospital
2. Master Kaushik – Builder at Bangalore
3. Master Mohit Thakur – Pilot in JET Airways
4. Master Rishit Brahawat – DJ – Channel ‘V’
5. Master Harsh Sanghai - Cement Factory at Nepal
7. Master Rohit Agarwal, Director of 1000 MT Cement Industry at Guwahati.
9. Master Vishal Jain, Darshan Oswal and Mahek Beda, Real Estate Layout and Builders.
10. Master Jayanth Gupta, Director of Decorative Tiles Co.
12. Master Abhishek Venkatesh, a budding actor, and director of movies and theatre.
In pursuit of Academic excellence – Research Scholars

- Rohith Mundra - Post Graduate in Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, USA.
- Adviti Nayak - Ph.D. in Diabetology in Germany.
- Nikita Nagaraj - Dean Student Medicine, Drexel University, USA.
- Parth Shah - Dean Student, Nano Technology in Aeronautical Engineering, USA.
- Vetrivel natarajan – PGDM, IIM Bangalore.
- Vaibhav tripathi – B.Tech, NIT computer engineering, Surathkal.
- Rahul Khaitan, Maharishi, and other – B.Tech, IIT.
- Paras choksi - Commercial Pilot.
- Mr. Rahul Bhattacharya - IIT & PG, Stanford University.